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The objective of this paper is to give a rigorous answer to the question whether 
there exists a generalized solitary wave of elevation on water when the nondimensional 
surface tension coefftcient, the so-called Bond number, is positive but less than l/3 
and the Froude number is near 1 but greater than 1. The main difficulties to over- 
come are the small amplitude oscillations at infinity and the choice of appropriate 
Banach spaces for the solution of the problem. It is shown that an asymptotic 
expansion developed for this problem indeed yields an approximate solitary wave 
solution to the exact equations. ((3 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered here essentially deals with a solitary wave on 
water with surface tension in a two-dimensional channel of finite depth. We 
choose a coordinate system moving with the wave at a speed c so that in 
reference to it the water motion is steady. Let H be a characteristic length, 
T the constant surface tension coefficient, p the constant density, of the 
water, and g the constant gravitational acceleration. Define F = c2/gH, the 
Froude numbers, and z = TF-‘/(pgH’), the Bond number, and assume 
F = 1 + &HI, where E > 0 is a small parameter. A stationary K-dV equation 
[ 1,2] can be formally derived within the framework of long wave 
approximation. It is found that if T > l/3, H, ~0 (0 <z < l/3, H, >O), 
there appears a solitary wave of depression (elevation). We note that in this 
formal derivation the fluid flow is assumed to be uniform far upstream of 
the channel. It is cerainly of great interest to know whether the exact 
hydrodynamic equations also possess solutions of the same behavior. 
An exact theory of solitary waves of depression for z > l/3, H, < 0 was 
developed for the first time by Amick and Kirchgassner [3,4], and 
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Kirchglssner [S]. A reader can also find a review of exact results regarding 
solitary and periodic waves on water without or with surface tension in 
[335]. When r is close to l/3, that is, z = l/3 + EZ,, the stationary K-dV 
equation fails and a fifth order differential equation was formally derived 
by Hunter and Vanden-Broeck [6]. It has been shown by Sun and 
Shen [7] that for r, > 0, H, < 0 a solitary wave solution of the fifth order 
equation indeed is an approximation to the exact equations. Up to now the 
existence of a solitary wave of elevation for the case 0 < r < l/3, H, > 0 has 
remained an open question. However, some clues regarding the behavior of 
a solution for the latter case have been discovered either by numerical solu- 
tions of the exact equations [S] or by an analytical study of the fifth order 
equation [9]. It is very likely that the exact equations may possess an 
approximate solitary wave solution, but there are small amplitude oscilla- 
tions far upstream and downstream, which are not considered in the formal 
derivation of the stationary K-dV equation. We shall call this type of solu- 
tion a generalized solitary wave since it does not decay to zero at infinity. 
The objective of this paper is to present an exact theory of a generalized 
solitary wave on water for 0 <r < l/3, H, > 0. To be more precise, we 
assume (1/3)-r % E. The method used here is briefly explained as follows. 
The fluid domain is first mapped to a fixed strip and all the transformed 
partial differential equations are expressed in terms of one dependent 
variable, the so-called streamline function by a transformation due to 
Peters and Stoker [lo]. We express it as the sum of three unknown func- 
tions and impose two auxiliary conditions so that the resulting equations 
may still possess a solution. One of these conditions plays the role of the 
solvability condition for a system of inhomogeneous equations when the 
corresponding homogeneous equations have a nontrivial solution, and 
yields the approximate solitary wave solution as in the classical case. The 
other condition eliminates the contributions to a Green’s function from the 
negative eigenvalue of an eigenvalue problem and deals with the small 
amplitude oscillations. We are able to convert all the equations to integro- 
differential equations and prove the existence of their solution in some 
appropriately chosen Banach space by the contraction mapping theorem. 
Our approach is an extension of several ideas due to Friedrichs and 
Hyers [ll], Ter-Krikorov [12], and Garipov [13]. We also note that the 
same result has been solved by Beale [ 161 independently on the basis of 
a different method. 
The problem is formulated and several Banach spaces are introduced in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we obtain estimates for the solution of the partial 
differential equations. The estimates for the solutions of the ordinary dif- 
ferential equations associated with the auxiliary conditions are derived in 
Section 4. The existence proof of a generalized solitary wave is constructed 
in Section 5. Some detailed derivations are deferred to Appendices 1 and 2. 
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2. FORMULATION 
We consider the irrotational flow of an incompressible, inviscid fluid of 
constant density in a two-dimensional channel of finite depth. In reference 
to the coordinate system with the speed c, the flow becomes steady and the 
governing equations are 
u.:* + u.;* = 0, 
p(u*zl;* + u*u,;*) = -p-z*, 
p(u*u;* + u*ll;*, = -p-F* - pg, 
UT. - u:. = 0, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
subject to the boundary conditions at y* = q*, 
at y* = 0, 
u*rf~* - v* = 0, 
p* = - T&*( 1 + t$P3’*, 
(5) 
(6) 
u*=o. (7) 
Here (u*, u*) is the velocity, JJ* = ‘I* is the equation of the free surface, and 
p* is the pressure. We now use x* and I,+*, the stream function, as 
independent variables, and the so-called streamline function ,f* as the 
dependent variable, where $*(x*, f*) = constant defines a streamline. It is 
obtained that 
Using the above equations for u* and u* in (1) to (4) and eliminating p,$. 
we have 
By integration, 
((1 +(f,T)2)l(2(~?)2)+P*p~‘+gf*)=F(~*), (9) 
where F(Ic/*) is a function of II/* only. Finally we eliminate p*/p from (1) 
to (4) and (8) to obtain 
(1 + (m*)&P - 2f,rGL?** + (j$)2Lz,* = 0. (10) 
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We set $ * = 0 at r* = 0 and $* = $ $* = constant at the free surface. The 
governing equation-in the x*, $*-plane is (10) subject to the boundary 
conditions: At the free surface $* = $,*, 
where we have used (5) to eliminate ,v* in (9) and at I/J* = 0, 
,f’* = 0. (12) 
To nondimensionalize (10) to (12), we measure $* in units of $,F so that 
11, = $*/$: = 1 at the free surface. Define H = t+b F/c, Fp ’ = gHjc2, and 
t = TF-‘/(pgH’), and measure x* and f* in units of H. In terms of the 
nondimensional variables f, x, and $, (10) to (12) become 
(1 +f,2)f~~-;?f,f~f~~+f~.f,,=o, (13) 
(1 +f,‘)/(2f;) - rf,.,( 1 +,f,‘) 3’2 + F ‘f= B at $=l, (14) 
f=O at $ =O, (15) 
where B= F($,*)/c’. Without loss of generality, we express 
B=;+F ‘+F-‘h, 
where h is to be determined. 
Letf=(l+h)$+ W. Then (13) to (15) become 
w,,+ w,,= -2(h+ W*) w,X,Y+2w,(l +h+ we, w,, 
- WZ,W,,-(W,+h)’ W,,. (16) 
W$-F-‘W+7W.,,= -h+(h+ W,)‘(3+2(h+ W,))/(2(1 +h+ W,)‘) 
+f2( w at $= 1, (17) 
w=o at rc/=O, (18) 
where 
f2(W)=fi(W) W’,=((l+ Wt)5’2-l)/(2(l+h+ W,)‘) 
+(F-‘W-;)((l + W.z)3’2- 1), 
f,(O) = f. 
LetF-‘=l+s%,,~,<0,h=c3h,,express Was 
W= dICIv(x) + (sinh v$)4x) + 0(x, ti)), (19) 
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and substitute (19) for W in (16) to (18) to obtain 
L + 0~ = -Icl~l,~ - (sinh vll/)(~ + ~*a) + &yY,(hl e*, 9, a, 0) 
= CY?, a, 0 
(20) 
0, - 8 + zfIY, = ( -5 sinh ~)(a,, + v’a) - rq,, 
+sA,(q+asinhv+8)-A,&* 
+ (3~/2)(~*h~ + q + (v cash v) a + 0,)’ 
+ (@)(rl, + u,~ sinh v + 0,)’ + E*Y~(E*~,, q, a, 0) (21) 
= I;,*(u, 4 e), at ij=l 
e=o at $=O, (22) 
where 
Y,(~,E*, V, U, e) = -2(h$ + tj + uv c0sh V$ + e,)(rl/~,., 
+ uxx sinh v$ + O,,) + 2( ~,bq, + U, sinh V$ + O,)( 1 + c3h, 
+ EY] + U&V cash v$ + &elpx + vu, cash VI/Q + e,,) 
- ~($q, + a, sinh v$ + O,)* (~*a sinh vll/ + 8,,) 
- &(&%, + q + uv cash vrc/ + e,)* 
x WL + uxx sinh vll/ + L), 
e) = - (4(h, 2 + fj + uv c0sh v + e,)3 
+ 3&(h, E2 + q + uv cash v + e,)4)/(2( 1 + &%, + &tj 
+ EUV cash v + A,)‘) + E - 3f2(~($q + u sinh vt+b  e)) 
-(2~*)-’ (~],+a,sinhv+e,)~ at II,=l. 
Since three unknown functions were introduced in (19), we may impose 
two auxiliary conditions on ‘1, a, and 8: 
s ’ F:(rl(x), a(x), 0(x, II/)) sinh V$ d$ -sinh vF,*(~(x), U(X), e(x, $))I,,, =, = 0. 0 
(24) 
Here (23) is the solvability condition for (20) to (22) since 8 = $ is the 
solution of (20) to (22) when F: = Ff = 0. In (24) z = v is the solution of 
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z cash z= (1 + tz’) sinh z for 0 <r < l/3. Equation (24) is introduced to 
deal with the small amplitude oscillations at infinity and its significance will 
be seen later. Then we let u(x) = S(.s’!‘.u) + w(.Y) where S(y), I’= I:’ Is, is 
the approximate solitary wave solution 
S(y) = -A, sech2((1,/(4(z - 1/3)))“‘~), 
as in the classical case, satisfying 
and substitute the expressions for F,* and Ft in (23) to obtain, 
(-1/3+z)~,,-~,&o-3&S(&‘/‘2X)W 
= (3/2) 02e 
+%,s(asinhv+8)-h,e2+(3/2)s((c2h,+S+W+uvcoshv 
+ 8,)2 - (S+ 0)‘) + (E/~)(E’~~S~,(E”~.~) + 0, + a, sinh v 
(25) 
From (24), we also obtain 
(a,, + v2a)(2v2 + v sinh 2v - 2 cash 2v + 2) 
=(~sinhv)(~,(~+asinhv+0)-h,~+(3/2)(s~h,+q 
+ av cash v + 0,)’ + (1/2)(~, + a, sinh v + 8,)2 + s!Y2) 
i 
I 
-E Y, sinh v$ dt+b = &g,(S, a, w, 19). (26) 
0 
Note that both g, and g,, evaluated at $ = 1, are functions of x only. It is 
easy to show that T(v) = 2v2 + v sinh 2v - 2 cash 2v + 2 > 0 if v > 0. All we 
need to do is to show that (20) to (22) and (25), (26) have a bounded 
solution, which is sufficiently small for small E and a suitable h, , in some 
Banach space appropriately chosen. 
In the following we define some Banach spaces for later use. Let 
0~1~ 1, m, n be nonnegative integers, and D= {(x, $)lO< 11/ < 1, 
-cc <XC co}, and let 
fw(x, ti)= sup (If(x+s,11/1) 
‘;C” < 
-f(x, $2)l(S2 + (Ic/, - 11/2)2)p”‘2 exp(dE”2 Ixl)), 
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C”f(x, ICI)= sup (lf(x, $)I exp(dcli2 I-xl)), 
(x. $)ED 
fcS(x, $I= sup (If@+& $I)-f(x, $M2+ (Ic11-+2)2)Y’2), 
YcD < ’ 
C’fk II/) = sup I ./Ix, $11, 
(x. III)E D 
where a’, d> 0 are constants. We may choose, for example, 6’ = 10 and d 
is to be determined later. Note that we introduce the Holder constant here 
since we need it to decay uniformly in x E (-co, co). Now define 
B:,A= f(x, $)EC”((- a, 00)x co, ll)lf(x, ti)=f(-x, ti), 
Ilfll.,,+;,= i f ‘+ (~xk;;-k)+~oH: (~xm~;nwz)<-}~ 
m=O k=O 
where x2 = v2 - &r-‘(v) 1, sinh* v > 0; 
where (T(X) is a fixed even function satisfying 
a(()) = g”‘(O) = . . . = @+4)(o) = 0 
and 
a(x) = 1 for Ix I 3 2n/lc. 
The purpose of introducing B”,j, is to deal with a situation which arises 
naturally from the solutions of the ordinary differential equation associated 
with (24). We shall also use the same Bz,j., B,+ ;., and B,, j. to denote spaces 
of functions of x only. 
409/156/Z-12 
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3. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the solution of the boundary value problem 
u,,+u&)=(p,(x,$) -m<x<(*3,0<$<1, 
U@ - u + FY.Y = (P2(x) at $=l, 
u=o at $=O, 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
where we assume cp,(x, II/), q2(x) tend to zero sufficiently fast so that 
improper integrals involving ‘p,, ‘pz converge. First we construct the 
Green’s function of the equations 
u.x,+q/r$++~=(PI(x, $), -GD<x<co,O<$<l, (30) 
(U$ - u)/z + u,, + ml = q*(x), at $=l, (31) 
u = 0, at $=O, (32) 
where 0 is a small negative constant. Assume cp, = (p2 = 0, and let 
u = !P($) X(x). Then (30) to (32) imply 
X”(x) +/a(x) = 0, (33) 
Y”($)+(-11) Y(ll/)=O, (34) 
Y’(l)-Y(l)+z(a-p) !P(l)=O, (35) 
Y(0) = 0. (36) 
The Green’s function of (33) is easily found as 
G,(x,(,,u)=(1/2)ip ‘!2exp(iJx-51~“2). (37) 
Let $1(11/, I”‘), d2(11/, A’), I’ = g - p be two solutions of (34) satisfying 
#,@I A’) = 0, fj;( 1, ;1’) = - 1, 
b2( 1, A’) = sin /3, &(l, A’)= -cos/I, 
where 
sin/?=(1+(A’z-1)2))1/2, cos /? = (2’7 - 1 )( 1 + (A’T - 1)‘) ~ “2. 
The Green’s function of (34) subjects to (35) and (36) is given by 
(38) 
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On the basis of a method due to Titchmarsh [ 141, the Green’s function G3 
for (30) to (32) may be constructed by means of a contour integral in terms 
of G1 and Gz given by (37) and (38) 
G,(x, II/; 5, i, 0) = (VW j G,(x, 5, s) GA$, L CJ - ~1 x Q-‘(a -3) 4 
r 
(39) 
where r is shown in Fig. 1, 
52(o-s)=(~I~;-~;~2)Ij.‘=,-.~ 
=(sin(a-s)‘~2((~-~)r-l)+(cr-.s)1~2~~~(~-~)’~2) 
x ((T-3)- 1/2 (1 +((fJ-S)Z- 1)2)p2. 
Let ;1, be the solutions of 
sin i1L/2(%,r - 1) + 1;” cos ;I:/’ = 0. (40) 
It is found that lb_ i = - v2, 1, = 0, and 1, > 0 for n > 0. By deforming r 
and using the residue theorem, 
G,(x, II/, 6 i, 0) = (l/2) f (exp( - Ix- 5 I(& - G)“~) sin(A,)“2 @ 
,1= -1 
x sin A;“[)/((& - fr)l” 
x (1 - t sin’ J.j/’ - A;’ sin2 AA12)). (41) 
r S Plane 
FIG. 1. Contour r for the integral in (39). 
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Assume ‘p,, (p2 satisfy (23) and (24). The solution of (30) to (32) in terms 
of (41) becomes 
where 
G,(x, $, 5, [, (T) = (l/2) f (exp( - 1 x - < I(& -a)“‘) sin(&)” $ 
n=l 
x,sin 1A/2<)/((1, - cr)‘j2 (1 -r sin2 ,:F - A,;’ sin2 Iky2)). 
Then let c -+ 0. We obtain from (42) 
(43) 
where 
G(x, +, 4, i)= (l/Z) f (ev- Ix-51 p,)sin pL,$ sin p,i) 
n = I 
x (p,( 1 -T sin’ pU - p; ’ sin’ P~))~ ‘, 
sin p&ir - 1) + pn cos pL, = 0, PL,>O> 
and (43) yields a solution to (27) to (29). But from the expression of 
G(x, $, 5, [) and (43), if cpr and up* are bounded and satisfy (23) and (24), 
we can also write 
which is the solution of (27) to (29) by the construction of G(x, $, 5, i). 
Now we are ready to derive some properties of G(x, $, 5,i). 
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LEMMA 1. For ((x-~)~+(IC/-~)~)“~>,B,>~ 
G(x, $; L 0 = Aok $; 5,i) ew( -pl I x - 5 I), 
DG(x,rC/;4,i)=A,(x,II/;r,S)exp(-~, Ix-EI)~ 
D’G(x, +k t, i) = A,@, vk t3 i) ew( -pl Ix- r I ), 
where D, D2 denote, respectively, first and second partial derivatives, and 
A,, A,, and A, are bounded. 
For ((x - <)2 + (rl/ - [)‘)“’ 6 S2 < CO 
G(x, ck t, i) 
= (-x/4) ln(((x - 0’ + (+ - 02)l(b - tJ2 + (II/ + 0’)) 
+ B&T ICI; t> 0, 
DG(x, vk t, 0 
= (-x/4) D ln(((x - 4)’ + (ICI - J~~)/((x- 0’ + ($ + Cl’)) 
+ B,b, II/; 6 51, 
D’G(x, & 4,i) 
= l-7(/4) D2 ln(((x- O2 + (4 - 1)2M(x - O2 + (3 + 0’)) 
+ B,(x, 4k 420, 
where B,, B, , and B2 are bounded as x -3 5, I+II + [ > 0. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is almost the same as that given in [7], and is 
rather straightforward. We omit it here. 
By using Lemma 1 and standard estimates in the theory of elliptic equa- 
tions [ 151, we can have 
The proof of Theorem 1 is omitted. We note that Theorem 1 also holds 
for B,&, Bz, j, spaces correspondingly. 
Now if F, and F2 in (20) and (21) are bounded, and satisfy (23) and 
(24), then we can convert (20) to (22) into an integro-differential equation 
(3x7 $; t, i) F,(S( ~“~5)~ w(t), a(t), e(t, 5)) 4 
-I’” G(x, rl/; i;, 1) F22(S(~“~5), MO, 451, ‘35, 1)) &, 
H-5 
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= cm’: J(,’ d5 G(x, $; 5, i)( -(i/B)(i,~(u + S) + (3/2) E(S+ ~1,)~ 
+ &g,(S, a, w, 0) - 3~&/2) - (sinh vi) Egz(.S, LI, o, fl)/I’(v) 
+EY’,(~~E’, S,u,o,fY))d<-j’~‘G(x,$;t, I)(- (rsinhv)~ 
7 
x g,(S, a, u, @/r(v) - (dB)(&(S+ u) + (3/2) E(S+ w)* 
+~g,(S,a,w,fI-(3/2)~w*)+~~,(S+w+asinh~+tY-~~h, 
+ (3/2) .s(c2h, + S+ w + av cash v + 0,)’ + (l/2) F(E’,‘~S,(C’~‘*X) 
+ w, + a., sinh v + 0,)’ + ~~Y~(.z~h,, S, u, o, 0)) d< 
=9,F,-g2F2, (44) 
where 
F,(S,o,u, Q)=F:(S+w,u,O), 
F>(S, w, a, 0) = F:(S+ w, a, e), 
j3 = z - l/3, and g,(S, a, w, 0), g,(S, a, o, ~9) are given in (25) and (26). 
By examining the terms in F,, F, carefully, it is not hard to show 
that if II~l/Bk+2.1~ I14B,+,,A~ /I QllBk+z.i 6 K then IIF IIBk.,. G KE and 
IIF,Il,+,,,dK&. 
From Theorem 1, it is easy to prove 
THEOREM 2. VI14/Bk+2.j~ Il~ll~,+~.,~ II~/IBi+z,,~KI~ then 
II~,F,-~~FI;,II,,+,,~K& for k >O. 
Also, we have the same conclusion ,for Bc+ 2. i, Bi + 2, ;.. 
Remark. If 
u(x) = COO(x) + a(x) u&(x), u(x) = uO(x) + a(x) u f (x), 
et-5 Ic/)=oO(x, II/)+4x)e*(& $1, 
then 
~‘(W=j~ d5 j’G(.r,ir5,i)F,(O,u’(~),u’(~),fl’(:,i))di 
-;c 0 
- 
I x W,rl/;L l)F,(O,u’(5),u’(5),8’(5, l))&, -x 
cob, ~)=~(x,Ic/)-~(x)~+(x,II/) for ~20, 
=w, +)-4x)e-k $) for x<O. 
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4. AUXILIARY CONDITIONS 
4.1. In this section we consider the equation 
Y(w) = %r - (4/B) &co - (3//q &s(&“2x) 0 
= @1(X 4 (3 WA o<x<oo, 
o,=o at x=0. 
The homogeneous equation U(w) = 0 possesses two linearly independent 
solutions 
q(x) = - (,I:/@)” sech’ t tanh t, (45) 
l)(x) = -2p(A:&“y (sech2 t) tanh t 
(( 
5 f+ (3/8)(sinh t) cash t 
+ (1/4)(sinh t) cosh3 t - (cash’ t) sinh- ’ t 
> > 
, (46) 
where t = (l/2)(1, E/P)“’ x, q(x) and It/(x) are, respectively, odd and even 
functions. Assume f(x) is bounded and even. Then L?(W) =f, o, = 0 at 
x = 0 has the solution 
w(x)= cptx) J.’ ti(s)fts) d  +WI s= cp(s)f(s) ds for ~20, 
0 c 
= s m W, s)fb) 4 (47) 0 
and 
o(x) = lorn K( -x, s)f(s) ds for x < 0. 
Now if f E II&, then by (45) to (47) 
4x)= -(1/2W~,E)“2~o~ expt-(R,dP)“2 Ix-sI)fts)ds+tT,f)(x), 
(48) 
where 
E I (T, f)(x)1 exp(dc1’2 x) < K for x Z 0, 
K is independent of E, and d< (,I,/fi)“‘. We write o(x) in (48) as 
o(x)= -(1/2)@/&&)“2 
X 
s m ew-@dB)1’2 Ix-sIff(s)ds+(T,f)tx), (49) -CD 
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where 
(T,f)(-x) = (l/2w~1&)‘~‘2 
J 
0 
X exp( - (2, E/P)“~ Ix - $1 If(s) ds + (T, f)(x), 
-x 
1 ~(T~.f)(x)l exp(dE”2 x) < K for x 2 0, 
K is independent of E, and d < (1,/b)“‘. Since o(x) is even, the same 
behavior holds for x < 0. Hence we may express w(x) in this form 
u(x) = COO(x) + u+(x) a(x) for x 
20 
d 0’ 
where w * E B:,, o” E Bg,, 
U+(X)= -(1/2)(l]:i,E)“‘[;;: exp(-(~,dB)“2 Ix-sl)f’b)ds, 
and 
w-(x)=uf(-x), COO(x) = u(x) - a(x) u-f(x) 
for x>OandxdO. 
In the following we prove two lemmas for the estimates of o(x). 
LEMMA 2. Iff(s) E Blj, j, then 
II 4x) II I30 m+2,, d &-‘K /I fb)ll B;,>,> 
where K is independent of E. 
Proof: Here we only prove the case of m = 0. The proofs for other cases 
are the same. By (47), 
I ~4x)l G I dx)l j; I WI I f(s)l ds + I W)l j= I &)I I f(s)l ds ‘I 
<E~“~K~(C’~) exp(-(E,,E//?)~/‘x) .Xexp(((A,//l)“2-d)I-:1i2.s)ds s 0 
+ exp((k 4W2 xls a exp(( - (A,/fl)“‘- d) &‘I2 s) ds r > 
6 K exp( - dE’j2 I x ) ) C’f/E, for d < (A,/fl)“‘. 
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A similar estimate can also be obtained for w’(x). Now 
w”(X) =f(x) + @,//I) &co + 3S(&Fc) &co/P 
COO” < CO(f+ (&//I) EW + 3S(&“2X) EW/fl) 
d KCOf, 
Hence 
H$” < #(f+ (A,//?) EW + 3s(&“*x) .%!I/~) 
d @f+ K,(c’CO + cod) E 
G K II f II g,.. 
II~IIB~;,~~-‘~llfIIB~,;~. 
The proof of the case m = 0 is complete. 
LEMMA 3. If f E B,,,, R, then 
II cf.) IIS,+*.i~~-l~IIfIIB,.,.. 
ProojI Here we also prove the case of m =0 only. For x > 0, we have 
f(x) =fOb) + 4x)ff(x). 
BY (47)> 
4x)= jo= m x, W0(4 + @)f+(s)) ds 
where 
= Z,(x) + Z*(x), 
Z,(x) = jam W, s)f0(4 & 
Z*(x) = jom KC x, s) a(s)f+ (s) ds. 
By Lemma 2, 
II 1, II s”, + *,;. -. <~~‘fwOIIB;;. 
By (49), we express Z,(x) as 
Z,(x) = J,(x) + J,(x), 
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where 
J,(x)= -(1:2)(pjn,&)“2?” exp(-(i.,c:/fl)” lx-s~)f’+(~)~Ls, 
~~ l,. 
J2b) = T*(.f + Lx) 4x)), 
We now estimate Jr and J, separately 
I J,(x)1 d (1/2NBl~,~)“~ j”, exp(- (A,~/fl)‘~’ Ix-sl)lf’+(~)I ds 
<E -‘KC+,f+. 
A similar estimate can also be obtained for J’,(x). By differentiation, 
Hence 
I J’W = I f+(x) + ~-l~Jl(WI. 
C+J;< Cif f + C+(/l,~/fl) J, d KC+,f +, 
H:J;dH+,f++H:(E,,E/B)J1~KI/f+/IBo+, 
It follows that 
/IJ,II~2’,6~~‘~llf+ll,~,~ 
where K is independent of E. 
Since J,(x) = Z,(x) - J,(x) for x 3 0, by the construction of J,(x), which 
is of the largest amplitude in Z2(x) (the next term is of order 
exp(-dc”21xl)), 
j J2(x)I GE- ‘Kexp( -d&‘12x) C+.f + for x>O, 
where d < (A,//!)“‘. We can also obtain a similar estimate for J;(x). Now 
= (3&//l) S(&“2X) 
s 
K K(x, s) a(x) f +(s) ds + i1 &J2(x)//l 
0 
Hence 
+ (4x)- 1 )f + (x) for x20. 
C”J;6 C”(I,~J2/b+ (a(x)- 1)f +(x)) 
+ Co 354~“~~) E 1% K(x, s) o(x) f +(s) ds/p 
0 > 
<KC+f+, 
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and 
H; J;< H;(i,dJP+ ((T(X)- l)f+(x)) 
<KC+j-++KH;f+. 
Consequently, 
II J211.;,;~~-1Kllf+ IIgA’ 
where K is independent of E, and 
11 o 11 Bz,, d II O” II By,;. + /I w + /I B;, 
~~-‘K(lIf”II.~,;+ Ilf’ IL,;;) 
=E-‘K Ilf ILso,,.. 
The proof of the case m=O is complete. The other cases can be proved 
similarly. 
We are in a position to consider (25). Let 
Pw = pwxx - 1, &co - 3&S(&“2X) w. 
Then (25) becomes 
Pw = &g,(s, a, w, 0). 
If a, o, and 0~ B,,;,, m 2 2, then examining g, term by term, we find that 
g, EBm-2.A and 
where 
II gl II B,,m2., d KC II 0 II i,,;. + II a IIBm,,. + II TV IIBm,,. 
+&I” /I4lB,,j+ lhlel +K&), 
g,(S, a, we) =&) + 4x1 g:(x), 
g:(x)=gl(O, a’, co+, I!?*). 
By Lemma 3, we obtain 
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4.2. We rewrite (26) in the form 
u,, + K2U = &E,(S, a, w, e) 
=~E~(x)+~Ef(xf~(x), 
where 
IC’ = v2 - sA,(sinh’ v)/T(v), 
f(v) = 2v2 + v sinh 2v - 2 cash 2v + 2 > 0 for v>O, 
E,(S,u,w,e)=sinhv(~,(S+o+8)-h,~ 
+ (3/2)(c2h, + S + w + uv cash v + f3,)2 
+ (1/2)(&“*S~,(&“‘x) 
+ w,~ + a, sinh v + e,)‘+ sYVZ)/F(v) 
- s d !P, sinh v$ d$/T(v), 
EF(x)=E,(O, a’, co+, e+). 
Equation (50) can be converted into an integro-differential equation 
u(x) = p* cos Icx + (t/K) 1: sin K(X -s) E:(s) a(s) a’s 
s 2 •t (&/2K) sin KX cos ?cSEY(S) ds % 
al 
+ (E/K) cos KX s sin K&~(S) ds .Y 
a. 
- (E/K) sin KX cos WE;(S) ds for ~20, (51) 
T 
where p* will be determined, and u(x) can be extended to x < 0 as an even 
function. If a(x) is bounded, we require 
c”^ sin JCSE~(S)~S={~“~ cos ~sE:(s)ds=O. (52) 
0 
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For x > 27c/lc, we have from (51) 
+ (E/K) j;“* cos KSE: (s) a(s) ds 
+ (E/K) s-’ sin K(X - s) E:(S) ds 
2X/K 
= Im 
( 
(q + ip) exp ifcx 
ET(s) exp(k(x - s)) ds > , (53) 
where 
i 
2ll/K 
P = P* - (E/K) sin KSE: (s) a(s) ds, 
0 
4 = (@K) j-l 
-cc 
cos WE;(S) ds + (E/K) J;z’K cos rcsE: (s) o(s) ds. 
We note that a+(x) can be extended to x < 27c/u by periodicity. Let c1 be 
a phase shift in x to be determined so that 
U1(X)=a+(x+M), Q(X) = w + (x + ct), u,(x, II/)=e+(X+% $1 
are even in x and E Boto. Then by (53), for x 2 0, 
uI(x) = Im 
(C 
(q + ip) exp irccr 
+ (E/K) so 
2R/K - I 
E:(r+a)exp(-&)ds)exp(kx)) 
sin K(X -s) ET (s + a) ds. 
If we let 
c,(x)=FAc~~Kx+(&/K)~~~~~K(~-s)E:(s+u)ds, (54) 
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then by comparison, 
EA = p cos CM + q sin CW - (c/ti) 1” sin KSE: (s + a) ds, (55) 
2n;k 7 
q cos WC-p sin Lr'K+(&/K)/*~lh cos KsE:(S+(X) ds=O. (56) 
* 
Since u,, u2, and v3 are even functions in x, the condition 
so 2n’K sin KSE:(S + a) ds = 0 in (52) is automatically satisfied, and we only 
require SF’” cos KSE: (s + U) ds = 0, which implies 
cos KS E sinh v(i, v2 + A2v, -A, E + (3/2)(s2h, + v2 + vu, cash v 
+ v3dJ2 + (1/2)(~2, + Ulr sinh v + u,,)’ + e@P2(.s2h,, v2, v,, v3)) +, 
s 
1 
-& Y,(h,s,v2,v,,v3)sinhv$d$ ds=O, 
0 > 
(57) 
where E:(x) given in (50) has been used. It follows that vi(x) E Boto. 
Let A in (54) be a fixed nonzero number, and without loss of generality, 
we set A = 1. Then by the expressions of p and q in (53), (55), and (56), 
we can determine p* in (51) by 
s 
2n;h- 
P* = (E/K) sin KSE: (s) a(s) ds + AE cos UK 
0 
+ (E/K) j” sin K(S + cc) E:(s + ~1) ds, (58) 
2 
and CI by 
cos ~sEy(s) ds+( l/K)j-;r'K cos ~sE:(s)o(s) ds 
-(l!K)/ox cosK(S+cx) E:(s+a)ds 
>i 
A, (59) 
if 1 E’f(s)l, 1 E:(s + CC)[ are small for small E. Finally if l/u, iiB;, + 
11 02 11 B;,. + 11 03 11 B;,, $ K& ‘I2 then we can express (57) in the form 
h, = H(E) + Q(v,, 02, ~3, Ml + To)), (60) 
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where H(E) is a constant which only depends on E, by (44) and (49) 
(61) 
TO=h,~3+w2+w,vcosh~+~v3~, (63) 
and Q is a proper polynomial of its arguments and their derivatives. 
The derivtion of (60) is deferred to Appendix 1. 
Remarks. (1) If p* is given by (58), then the oscillatory part in (51) will 
automatically lead to (54) with A # 0. 
(2) The orthogonality conditions (52) determine the two constants o! 
and h, by (59) and (60) and from (59) we see that it is important to let A 
be a lixed nonzero constant for determining c1 from (59). 
(3) We see from (51) that the oscillatory part has the term sin KX 
whose derivative at zero is K # 0. But the derivative of the right-hand side 
in (51) is zero to make a(x) an even function. Therefore we introduce a 
function a(x) to make the derivative of the oscillatory part at zero vanish, 
but still keep the oscillatory term unchanged for large x. 
Now we can obtain some estimates for a(x) in (5 1). From (5 1 ), we know 
for x > 0 (evenly defined for x d 0) 
a’(x)= (E/K) j+% sinK(S-x)E~(S,a,u,fl)dS+(l--(x))a+(x) 
.r 
= (E/K) jx+m sinK(.s-x)Ey(S,a,W,0)ds+(l--(x))u,(x--tl) 
= (E/K) ?‘: msin K(S - x) Ey(S, a, w, 0) ds + (1 - a(x)) 
X EACOSK(X-a)+(+C) j;-hc(X-a.F)E:(.s+a)ds) 
( 
= Z,(x) + Z,(x). (64) 
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Let &a, o, 6) = Ey(S, u, o, 0) - E$S, 0, 0, 0). Then 
~KElID11BI,Uj+uliexp(-dE”2s)ds 
1: 
+ KE exp( - d.s’12x) 
d K(E + 4 II D II B;,O) exp( -dE”’ x), 
SUP 112(x)1 G K& II E:(s + a)ll ,jio I 1 - dx)l if CI is bounded 
ran 
d KE 11 E:(s + cc)// BotO exp( -dE’12 x). 
By arguments similar to those of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have the 
following lemmas: 
LEMMA 4. 
II I,(x) + I2b)ll Bf,+z; d KC& + E*‘~ II E:(X 0, a, 0) - E’$% 0, 0, O,)ll g, 
+E IIE:(s+4ll,;,,)> 
where I,, I, are defined in (64). 
LEMMA 5. 
sin K(X-3) E:(s+u)ds 
B,+,L, 
GKE IIE:(s+4/l,;,j, 
if ET (s + ~1) satisfies the two orthogonality conditions (52). 
By checking E, in (50) term by term carefully, we find that if 
a,w, f3~ B,,+2,i, then E, E B,,, and 
It E’f(S, a, w, 0) - E?(S (4% OIlI g,, 
~~K(Il~llB,+2,,+ llallBm+2,, + ll~llBm+J 
I/ ET@+ ~IIB;,, < ME+ 11 01 /IB;+~,, + 11 0211 B; -*,, + 11 03 IIB;+~,;~). 
Then by Lemmas 4 and 5, we easily obtain 
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THEOREM 4. Zf a, CD, 8 E B, + 2,1 then 
and 
d K(E + e11 OJ II B,+*,, + II a II B,+z,j + II fl II B,+2.;.)) 
II 
EA cos KX + (E/K) s,’ sin K(X - S) ET (s + a) ds 
II 4 + 2. L 
6 K(E + -2 II Ul II B,++2,,. + 6 II 02 II Bm++2,i,  & II 03 IIBm+,2,i)~ 
where I, and Z, are defined in (64) and E:(s + a) satisfies condition (52). 
5. EXISTENCE RESULT 
The problem at hand is to prove the existence of a solution of the 
following eight equations for x B 0 which can be evenly extended to x < 0, 
obtained from (44), (49), (51), (54), and (59) to (62): 
a”(x) = (E/K) I:“* sin use+ a(s) ds 
+ AE cos aIc + (E/K) i” sin ic(s + a) 
--3L 
xE:(s+a)ds cos~x+(~/K)J’nlsin~(x-.J.)E:(s)~(s)~~ 
> 
+CC 
+ (E/~K) sin KX cos K@(S) ds 
-3c 
I 
+‘X 
+ (E/K) COS KX sin KsE~(s) ds 
1; 
+CC 
-(E/K) sin KX 
s cos KsE~(s) ds - a(x) 
AE cos K(X - a) 
.Y 
+ (E/K) j;-’ sinK(x-a-s)E:(s+a)ds 
> 
= A”(ao, w”, Q”, ul, u2, u3, a, h,), (65) 
409/ISh 2.13 
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- i‘ +x W, $; i”, 1) W(& 51, o”(t) + 45) 4-t -Co, 0 
e”(t, 1) + 44) VA - 5 - ~(7 1)) & - 4x) V,(x - u, $1 
= @O(aO, coo, e”, u,, 232, u3, 51, h,), (66) 
oO(x) = C&/B) lo+ x wx, 3) g,(s(~“2~), u,(s) + 4s) UI(S - a), 
oO(s) + g(s) u2(s - a), 8O(s, 1) 
+a(s)u,(s-cc, l))ds-o(x) V,,(x-a) 
=@(a”, w”, 6O, uj, u2, u3, CI, h,), 
~,(x)=ABcosKx+(~/K)IO\~~~K(X--S)E~(S+~~)~S 
= V,(u,, U2,h). 
Q(X) = -(1/2)(/3/A, &)‘I2 
(67) 
(68) 
X 
s +l exp(- (&E/P)“~ Ix-sl)(4P)gl(0, u,, u2, u3)ds ~ m 
= I/,,(u, > u2,4) = I,,, (69) 
u,(x, II/) = j’: & 1’ G(x, $; t, i) F,(O, 023 ~1, uj) 4 ” 
= V,(u, T u29 Uj) = VAX, $h (70) 
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sin tlrc = (1/21c) 1 y,m cos use; ds + (l/K) s,:“‘” cos KS&+(S) u(s) ds 
-(l/K) j”, cosK(~+tx)E:(~+a)ds A, 
)i 
=Al(uo, coo, O”, u,(x--a), u,(x-a), u,(x-4 IC/),a,h,) (71) 
h, =WE)+Q(U,, ~2, ~3, l/(1 + Toj)=W~)+R,(u1, ~'29~3). (72) 
We define a closed convex set in the Banach space (fIz,1)3 x 
(B ;+ ,. ;,j3 x R’ x R’ 
%= 
{ 
X=(U’, 0’9 0’9 ~1, ‘2, u~,E, h, -H(0))E(B~.j.)3X(Bkf+,,1.)3 
xR’xR’ /u1,u2,u3,uo,m0,@0areeveninx, 
III x III = C II ui II Bt+ ,,; + 11 u" I/ Bf,; + 11 e" 11 B;,;, + II o"ii Bf,, 
i= I 
+Io:l+Ih,-H(O)Ic+oo 
and 
+ 11 u” 11 B;,, + 11 O” 11 B; ;, + 11 e” /I Bf,; + 1 h, - H(o)I 
<b&l”, Ial <b where b is a small number . 
> 
Let us first consider (69). By Theorem 3, we know that 
I/ ~2~(~,,"2,U3)~~BL++,,;~K(E+//u2//2Sk++,; + 4 I/ '2 /I B;+,,, 
+ II v 1 II Bk+i I.;. + II u3 II Bk++ ,.;I. 
So if X~yl,, then we cannot get II V,,(u,, uz, u,)ll.;+,,,-<b$. But we know 
from Theorems 1, 2, and 4 that 
Therefore we may replace u,, u3 by V,, V, to obtain the right estimate. The 
same argument applies for Szy, A,, R 1. But as seen later when we prove the 
Lipschitz continuity for A,, we need to replace u, , u2, u3, a’, w”, 0’ in ,4, 
by V,, V,, V,, A’, Q”, O”, respectively, twice to get Lipschitz continuity 
of A,, i.e., we use 
A(a”, w”, O”, ul(x-a), u,(x-a), u,(x-a), cx, h,) 
=A,(AO, QO, @O, V,(x-G1), V,(x-a), V,(x-6 $1, a, A,), 
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where 
A*(aO, coo, e”, v,(x - a), u*(.u - CL), Q(X - z), CY, h, ) 
=A,(AO,QO, o”, V,(x-M), Vz(.u-r), V,(x-a, I)), ct, h,) 
is the right-hand side of Eq. (71). Obviously, they are equivalent. Therefore, 
we have to solve the following eight equations: 
a”(x) = AO(aO, coo, e”, U,) v*, vj, ff, h,) (73) 
e”(x) = O”(ao, COO, e”, v,, v*, vj, cq h,) (74) 
wO(x)=Q’;(AO, coo, o”, v,, u2, v,, cc, h,) 
=QO(aO,oO, e”, u,, u*, vj, !.x,h,) (75) 
VI(X) = V,(v,, 029 03) (76) 
u*(x)= V,,(V,, 029 V3)= V,(v,, v2, 03) (77) 
h(X) = V,(Ul, 029 4) (78) 
sin MK = n(o”, a’, 8’, v,(x - a), vz(x - c(), vj(x - M), a, h,) (79) 
h,-H(O)=H(E)--(O)+R,(V,, v,, V,)=H(E)--(O)+R(v,,u,,v,). 
(80) 
Now if X E Yb, define 
=ea”, w”, @O, VI, v2, u3, @, h, - ff(O)) 
= (A’, sZ”, O”, V,, V,, V,, (l/it) sin-’ fI, 
H(E) - H(O) + R)(aO, coo, e”, U,) u2, 213, c(, h, -H(O)). 
Then by Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4, we get 
Also 
+(l/r)j-a IE:(s+or)l ds 
-a > 
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so 
<K + O” cos rcsE;(S, 0, 0,O) ds + [ + ‘*: I E:(S, a, m,e) 
--3c -a, 
- E#, (4% 011 ds + II E: (s)ll itof, 
> 
< K(E + E- “2(11 QJ II &;. + II a II E-Q; + II 0 II LQ;)). 
IA,1 <K &+&-I’* 
x IIQOII.~,;,+ II~“IIB;,+ ll@“llB~.;+ i ll viJB:i)) 
( i= I 
and Inl<ln,I<K&. Then IaI=I(l/K)sin-‘nl6K&“‘. By the deriva- 
tion of R, in Appendix 1, we know that 
IR,(V,, v2, VJI 6K&. 
Therefore if E is so small that Kc’12 < b, 9 maps y;h into itself. Also we have 
the following 
THEOREM 5. IfX(*), X(*)E~~, then 
+ 11 AO(X(')) - A"(X(")ll 0 Bk,,. 
+ II QO(X”‘) - Q0(J311 p& 
+ 11 @O(X”‘) - oO(x((*))llB;,; + I/i(P) 
- A(X’*‘)J + 1 Q(u(,", I$‘, u:“) - Q(u',", II?‘, @‘)I 
< Kc”’ 111 X(I) - X”’ 111 . 
The proof will be deferred to Appendix 2. 
If Kc”‘< l/2, then 9 is a contraction. Thus 3 possesses a fixed point 
X in S$. We summarize the existence result as 
THIEOREM 6. Equations (20) to (24) possess a solution 
u(x) = a”(x) + o(x) a’(x) 
o(x) = COO(x) + a(x) w’(x), 
qx, $I= BO(x, $)+4x) fJ’(x, $1, 
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tchere 
a+(.U)=L’*(X-cc)), w+(x)=c2(x-x)), 
O+(x,$)=v3(x-ct,II/) ,ftir x30 
a~ (x)=u,(-x-cc), w-(x)=v2(-.~-ci)), 
e-(x, $)=u,(-x-a, I)) ,for x<O, 
with the following properties: 
(1) a’, w”, 6’ E Bz, ;,, v, , v2, v3 E Bk’, ,, j, and are even functions in x. 
(2) lla”ll,~,~+ll~o//~~,,+ll~Oll~~,~,+~~~, lI~,II~;+,,,+ Ih,-H(O)l<K&, 
and Ior1 d KC”’ where K only depends upon k, 1 and 0 < 1-c 1. 
Therefore, for small .s > 0, FP ’ = 1 + A, E, there exists a constant h = $h, 
such that (13) to (15) have a solution 
f(X, $) = $ + E$S(E’~2X) + E(IC/W(X) 
+ a(x) sinh vll/ + 0(x, $) + &‘t,bh,), 
where S(y)= -1, sech2((1/2)(L,//?)1’2y), A,<O, O-CT< l/3, --/I= 
1/3-Z$E. 
APPENDIX 1 
In this appendix, we present the derivation of (60). 
We have integro-differential equations (54), (61), (62) for u,, u2, v3. By 
the definitions of v1,v2,v3, we know that E:(s+a)=E,(O,a+,w+,e+) 
(3 + a) = E,(O, VI 9 02, u,), and g,(O, vI, v2, v,), F,(O, v2, vI, v,), and 
F2(0, v2, vl, v3) depend on vI, u2, u3, h, only. So (54), (61), (63), and (57) 
can be solved for v,, v2, u3 as even functions even if we know nothing 
about o”, a’, e”, CC. 
First we let 
3,F,=j+= G(x, ICI; 5, 1) F2(0, 02, 01, ~3) 4. 
-m 
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So (54) and (62) become 
u,(x) = V,(u,, u2, u,), 
%(X) = V,(u, 9 u2,03). 
(AlI 
642) 
Then put (Al), (A2) into (61) and obtain 
uZ(x)=(-1/2)(Pill&)1121+:exp(-(l,E//()”2 Ix-sl)(dB) 
xg,(O, V,(u,, 029 u,h 02, V,(u,, 02, ~3)) ds 
= V,(u,, u2, u3). (A3) 
If x3= I II ui // B;,, < K 4, then we obtain 
The details were given as part of the proof of existence before. 
Now in the following, we always assume C;= r II ui II Bk+l < KE (otherwise 
replace u1 , u2, and u3 by V,, V2, V, once) and solve for h, in (57) from 
(Al), (A2), and (A3). 
We iterate vl, v2, u3 in (Al ), (A2), and (A3) several times and after some 
lengthy but straightforward algebraic simplifications, we get 
UI(X) = AE cos rcx+ qu,, 02, 03, l/( 1 + TO)) (A4) 
u2(x)= (h,s/L,)--A,A~‘(cos KX) sinh v/(~,E+K~~) 
+ (U2)(~l~1BP2 
X 
s 
+Uexp(-(1,~/~)1’21~-~I) (3/2)(u,vcoshv+v,)’ 
--ix, 
+ (1/2)(u,, + vIs sinh v)* 
- s O1 l//[-2(0+ u1 v cash v$)(~~~~ylc/ + ulss sinh vll/) 
+ 2(11/v,, + ulS sinh v$) 
x (02s + ulsv cash @)I 4 ds + WV,, u2,u3, l/(1 + T,,)) (A5) 
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03w4=j”- 
.n 
& i,’ G(x, ICI; 4, i)( -(i/B) - (sinh v) (sinh X)/f(v)) 
x Ac*L,(sinh v) cos ICY di 
s 
+m 
- G(x, Ic/; 5, 1 )( --5 sinh’ v/T(v) - 1 
~ m 
-r//3) AL,e*(sinh v) cos or d5 + O(u,, u2, u3, l/(1 + T,)), (f46) 
where T,=E~~~+Ev~+Eu,vcos~v+E~~~ and 0(u,,u2,u3,1/(1+T0)) is 
some polynomial of its arguments and their derivatives at most up to 
order 2 for the first three variables and order 1 for the last. Also 
fl(U,, 02, 03, l/(1 + To) w O(E3) if C;‘= 1 II uill$A d KE. 
Now putting (A4), (A5), and (A6) in (57)‘and using identities 
s +~exp(-(1.,E/B)“‘IX--SI)cosn.Sds - ‘U 
=2(1,&/~)%OSlcX/(K*+(~,&/~)), 
c 
c3c eXp(-(~,&/fl)1’2 jX-sI)ds=2(8/~,E)“*, 
-‘x 
and orthogonality of cos KX with 1, cos 2rcx, and sin ~KX, we get 
(~ch~A/rc~~)((3~/2) sinh 2v + ~~(l- (sinh 2v)/2v)) 
= ,I: sinh2 vA~E/(K(A~E + x2/I)) + ,I, {IE’* cos KS 
X 
u j 
+Oc d5 
-22 
; GO, 1; 5, i) 
x (i/b + (sinh v) sinh vi/f(v)) Al,(sinh v) cos ~5 d( 
- 
s +m G(s, 1; E, 1) ~~ Lx 
x (r sinh2 v/T(v) + 1 + t/B) Al,(sinh v) cos ~5 d( ds 
+ Q(u,, ~2, ~3, 141 + To)), 
where Q has the same properties as 0 except Q(u,, u2, u3, l/( 1 + T,)) - 
O(E) if C?=, II vi II B;i G KE. 
For convenience, we write 
A, = WE) + Q(u,, 02, ~3, l/(1 + To)). 
Obviously H(E) + H(O) as E + 0 and ( H(O)] < + co. 
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APPENDIX 2 
First let us consider Vi, V2i, V,, R which only involve aI, v2, v3, hi as 
their independent variables. It is not hard to check that I/,, I/,, I’,, R con- 
sist of the sum of terms M(v,, v2, v3, hi). (l/( 1 + r,,))’ and its integrations, 
where M is some polynomial of its arguments and their derivatives whose 
order is at most k+l, and T,=s3h,+~v2+~v1vcoshv+~v3~. So if E is 
small enough, we obtain 
IWV ‘1”, v:“, v:“, hi”). (l/(1 + Tb”)‘) 
-M(v ‘12’, vy, up, hy). (l/( 1 + q’)‘)l 
G K(x)(l fJ yLvy)l + )vp-uy)l 
+ Ivy)-up) I + Ih(‘)-h(2)1) I 1 3 
where 1 K(x)1 < KC + cc. By Theorems 1, 2, and 4, we also get 
11 vy’- vj:2’IIEk++,;~<K&. 
( 
,i, Il”:I~-“j2~lla~+,,~+lh~“-h:~1) 
for i= 1, 3. 
By Theorem 3, 
11 vi:’ - v(*) 11 21 B;+,,i G W(II u:l) II@+,,, + II u:2) II,;+,,;)(II q- ui2’ II B,=,,;) 
+ 4 II v:l) - u:2) II Bkt, ,,,, + II q- vi*) II $+ ,,,, 
+ IIv:‘)-v0:2)1fB~+,,i+E Ihy-hy’I). 
Therefore, 
II v- W.;+,,;,BN& lIu:I)-pllB:+,,,+ II V’- q%$++,,; 
+/I vy- Vy’II.;+,,,,+E lhy-hy’l) 
The same arguments work for R, and R. We finish the proof of the 
Lipschitz condition for V,, V,, V,, R. 
For A,, A’, 07, Q”, it is not hard to check that these functions consist 
of the sum of terms N(aO, w”, 8’, v,(x), v,(x), v,(x, I++), vi(x - a), u2(x - tl), 
03(x - a), 0,(--x-a), v,(-x-a)), v,(-x-a)), a, h,)x(l/(l+ To)‘) 
(l/( 1 + T)‘- l/( 1 + To)‘) and its integrations, where N is some polynomial 
of its arguments and their derivatives whose order is at most k, and 
T= c3h, + Eav cash v + EW + &,,, + ES. 
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Obviously, 
/IN’])- N’2)j(B~~L,,~K(li(U())“‘- (UO)“‘IIn~, + II(o” WPlIn:‘,, 
+ ll(Q”)(“- (f~0)(2)llB:‘,, 
f i ,,uJ”-uJ-~,(n~,;+,~] lluy’(-~-a”‘) 
I= I 
- uj”(X - a(“)11 B;,, 
f i ll,j”(x+cr”‘)-uvj*‘(x+d2’)llB;i+I@’-~21 
/=I 
f IhI -h,l)=K.C. 
By Theorems 1, 2, and 4 we have 
and 
By Theorem 3 
I/ (AO)“’ - (A”)“’ I/ Bf,,, 6 Kc’j2C 
Il(@“)c”-(O ) 11 o.<Kd’*C. 0 ‘2’ 
Bk., 
0 ‘1’ II 0 ‘2’ -(Q]) ' 'I' llB~.~K (Il(w ) II 
k.f 
( 
B;,,, + II b")'*) 11 B;,* + /I d" II I$+,. 
+ /I uf’ 11 B;;,) c + /I (ao)“’ - (ao)‘2’ II Bf,, 
+ & Ii(w - (wo)‘2’ 11 B;,, 
+ ~~(~“)“‘-(~o)‘2’~/B~,+ 1 ~I”j1)-yj2’/IB;,, 
i-l.3 
+ 1 IIuj"(x-a(")-Yj*'(x-a'2')/IB~, 
/=I.3 
+ c llUj”(X+a”‘)-uvj2’(x+a’*‘)lI.~, 
/=I,3 
+Ig “)-a’2’/ &+lhl”-h12’1&)=K.C,. 
But 
11 uj”(x- a”‘) - uj*‘(x- a”‘)iI B;,. 
< II u)‘)(x - a”‘) - vi”(x - a”‘)11 B;, 
+ ((u~2)(x-a”‘)-uj2’(x-a’2’)ilB;,, 
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The same estimate holds for 11 uj”(x + cl(‘)) - oi2’(x + ~r’~‘)ll Bk+.. Therefore 
Cl, C 6 K. 111 Xcl’ -X(‘) 111 and we conclude that A’, 0’ satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition with constant Kcli2. Moreover, 
Il(Q”)(” - (Q”)‘2’ 11 B;,, d K .z”~ 111 xC1)- P2’ /I/ + II(Ao (‘4°)‘2’II g,; 
+ 11(00)“’ - (o”y2 II Bf,, + c II vi” - VI” II B& 
I= 1.3 
+ c (II v’IIBk++,,i+ II ~~2’llB,=,,;)I~(1’-~(2’l 
l-l,3 > 
< K&l” I(/ Xc’) - Xc2’ 111. 
Then by using the same argument for A 1 and A,, we have 
l(n,)(“- (A,)(“[ <Kc”’ ll(szo)“‘- (Q”)‘2’/l B;,; + II(Ao (AO)%;,; 
+ Il(o”)(“- (@“)‘2’llB~,;+ i II VI’)- ~12’IIBkf+,.; 
I= 1 
+E Ih, (“-h\2’l +E la (1)-p) 
<K i ~~u~~‘-u~~‘II $+,,;, + II(w - (w0Y2 II I$ i 
I= 1 
+ ll(e”)(” - (e”)(” II g; + II(a - (Q0Y2 II I#;,;, 
Therefore 
+81/z lh’,“-h;2’1 +~l/~ I&‘--a’2’l . 
I(A)“‘-(LI)‘~‘I bK i II V-j”- P’j2’IlB,+,,,,+ ll~~“~~1’-~~o~~2’ll.~i~ 
( /= 1 
+ ll(o”)(“- (@“)‘2’ll Bi,; + II(Ao (A”)‘2’ll BZ,,. 
+ E”’ 1 h ‘,“-/+‘I +E1/2 Ic((“-c((2) I> 
< KE”’ 111 X(l) - X(2) II/ . 
The proof is complete. 
Note. We need to have one more order derivative for {u;} than the 
others to get the Lipschitz continuity for A’, Q”, Go, A. 
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